Contact Us

FlexNOW

Multi-asset EMS built for the cloud
One-click installation with same-day onboarding
for traders, brokers and algos. Broker-neutral
trading platform based on FlexTrade's industry
experience and trader feedback.
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1 Click Install

et setup to trade in minutes. Securely
connect from anywhere via internet with SSL
encryption. Seamless transition to trade from
home or DR site. Trade without access to
market data.
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FlexLink FIX network

Access 300+ brokers with 1000’s of algos via
FlexTrade's comprehensive FIX network. 24/6
global support
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Trade global baskets of over 2500 stocks.
Share the trade blotter with your team
anywhere in the world.
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Merge multiple orders with allocations
seamlessly flowing back to your OMS. ProRata or custom set ratio’s based allocation.

Real-time TCA

Analyse historical trade data in the app. View
broker and algo performance. Measure best
execution. Export to file or DB and access 

via API.

Quick Feature Rollout

Quick response to clients requests.
Continously evolving product with 4-6
seamless automatic upgrades every month.

Actionable IOIs

See real-time updates on liquidity direct from
your brokers and trade against actionable IOIs.

AWS

High availability and rapid recovery times. No
infrastructure to manage, screens for
non-trading users.

Mobile
Secure
Two factor authentication, biometric login and
fully encryted communications keep your trading
activity safe .

Fully-featured
Complete order management with access to all
your brokers and real-time notifications of trade
events. Available for both iPhone and Android in
mutiple languages.

Compliant
Designed to meet strict compliance
requirements with data leakage prevention,
mobile device management (MDM) and trading
or view-only options fully selectable.

API
All Language Support
Our API uses the HTTP protocol that powers the
internet, so you use it from any programming
language that can access the web e.g. Java, C++,
C#, Python, etc.
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